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Deep Clean Services

A division of;
Agenda Resource Management
www.agendalifesciences.com
hello@agendalifesciences.co.uk

Agenda Life Sciences have vast experience of managing and
maintaining research facilities. We also have experience in the
re-commissioning and set-up of both existing and new facilities.
This experience has allowed us to develop our biological deep
clean team and our processes to ensure the highest standards
for cleans and barrier commissioning.
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OUR DEEP CLEAN PROCESS
An in depth look at each stage

Stage

1

Our experienced operatives will prepare
the entire facility ready for deep cleaning
to take place.
Care is taken to ensure that all electrical,
data sockets and other sensors, such as
fire and HVAC, are protected.
We will also add in additional PPE and
procedures when applicable.

Stage

2

Each room will be systematically swept, vacuumed
and thoroughly wiped down in preparation for the
biological decontamination.
1. Large items removed by hand/brush
2. Systematically vacuumed using hepa filter
vacuums
3. All areas thoroughly wiped down in preparation
for the biological decontamination.
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Stage

3

Each room will then be hand washed, including; doors,
windows, sinks, walls, ceilings and floors using Sychem
Control [Ref 1]. This chemical is highly effective and efficient
bactericide, viricide, fungicide and sporicidal agent that is
safe to use and safe for the environment. This chemical will
also be used when each sink, U-bend and drain is highpressure jet cleaned, followed by a thorough flushing and
disinfecting where applicable.

Stage

4

Following the thorough washing, we will
chemically fog the facility using a specialist
static chemical fogging machine and
chemical of your choice which allows us to
reach even the most difficult surfaces. This
is then left to dwell to ensure contact time.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Aquatic rooms/ chemically
sensitive areas can be
cleaned and sanitised
using specialist steam
cleaning equipment
if required, following
the method above. No
chemicals will be used in
aquatic areas.

Each of our deep cleans are bespoke
to the exact needs of our client

Stage

5

Stage

6

Additional pre and post
environmental screening is
available if required.

Stage

7

Building fumigation using
vapourised hydrogren
peroxide if required.
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PROGRESS REPORT
Communication is key
The following chart is
designed to be an easy to
read progress report so that
you can see percentage
areas completed, this will
be a live document and this
is only a representation of
what it would look like.
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We believe that to give you a
complete service we always have
to be communicating with you
throughout the deep clean process.
We want to take the stress out of the
commissioning of facilities and so
ensure our clients get the information
they require every step of the way.
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COMPANY ACCRED ITATIONS

The following certifications are held by Agenda

Our Values

Respect

Reputation

ISO14001

ENVIORONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

BS 10012

PERSONAL INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

Responsibility

ISO 27001

ISO9001

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION SECURITY

ISO 22301

Cyber Essentials

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Investors in
People

Secured by
Design

The advantages to your business
All Agenda processes/services are accredited
Documents are retained and all data is protected
We offer an auditable reputable process
We have a full disaster/business continuity plan to ensure you
still receive the services stated.
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WHY CHOOSE US?

By selecting Agenda, you will benefit from a
team with a proven record in cleaning and
decontaminating animal facilities. The deep clean
will guarantee that the building will be ready to

We have proven experience

receive animals across a broad range of SPF
health statuses. As managers of 6 SPF facilities,
we fully understand the necessity to ensure your
full deep clean removes biological flora and fauna
to protect your incoming animals and subsequent
research.

In providing a turnkey package for all lots, the
management, logistics and execution is simpler
for you and better co-ordinated. This offers you

Delivering a turnkey solution

the best value for money and highest degree
of efficacy. Expertise in appropriate chemicals,
validation and know-how are all brought together
for you to guarantee that your building will be
ready when required.

You will also benefit from a team that has access
to a large pool of trained resource, all from within
the life sciences field and fully understand why
the deep clean process is critical to the success

Your research is our priority

of your future research and animal welfare. This
pool of resource also allows you to be flexible with
your programme. We are ready to deploy quickly
and have offered an accelerated programme as an
option for your consideration. In summary, no-one
will work harder to keep your reputation safe.
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OUR PROCESS
An interactive guide
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